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NEW QUESTION 1
- (Exam Topic 3)
For this question, refer to the JencoMart case study
A few days after JencoMart migrates the user credentials database to Google Cloud Platform and shuts down the old server, the new database server stops
responding to SSH connections. It is still serving database requests to the application servers correctly. What three steps should you take to diagnose the
problem? Choose 3 answers

A. Delete the virtual machine (VM) and disks and create a new one.
B. Delete the instance, attach the disk to a new VM, and investigate.
C. Take a snapshot of the disk and connect to a new machine to investigate.
D. Check inbound firewall rules for the network the machine is connected to.
E. Connect the machine to another network with very simple firewall rules and investigate.
F. Print the Serial Console output for the instance for troubleshooting, activate the interactive console, and investigate.

Answer: CDF

Explanation: 
 https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/troubleshooting/troubleshooting-ssh D: Handling "Unable to connect on port 22" error message
Possible causes include:
There is no firewall rule allowing SSH access on the port. SSH access on port 22 is enabled on all Compute Engine instances by default. If you have disabled
access, SSH from the Browser will not work. If you run sshd on a port other than 22, you need to enable the access to that port with a custom firewall rule.
The firewall rule allowing SSH access is enabled, but is not configured to allow connections from GCP Console services. Source IP addresses for browser-based
SSH sessions are dynamically allocated by GCP Console and can vary from session to session.
References:
https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/ssh-in-browser https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/ssh-in-browser

NEW QUESTION 2
- (Exam Topic 3)
For this question, refer to the JencoMart case study.
JencoMart has built a version of their application on Google Cloud Platform that serves traffic to Asia. You want to measure success against their business and
technical goals. Which metrics should you track?

A. Error rates for requests from Asia
B. Latency difference between US and Asia
C. Total visits, error rates, and latency from Asia
D. Total visits and average latency for users in Asia
E. The number of character sets present in the database

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 3
- (Exam Topic 5)
You have an application deployed on Kubernetes Engine using a Deployment named echo-deployment. The deployment is exposed using a Service called echo-
service. You need to perform an update to the application with minimal downtime to the application. What should you do?

A. Use kubect1 set image deployment/echo-deployment <new-image>
B. Use the rolling update functionality of the Instance Group behind the Kubernetes cluster
C. Update the deployment yaml file with the new container imag
D. Use kubect1 delete deployment/ echo-deployment and kubect1 create –f <yaml-file>
E. Update the service yaml file which the new container imag
F. Use kubect1 delete service/echoservice and kubect1 create –f <yaml-file>

Answer: A

Explanation: 
https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/docs/how-to/updating-apps#updating_an_application

NEW QUESTION 4
- (Exam Topic 5)
You set up an autoscaling instance group to serve web traffic for an upcoming launch. After configuring the instance group as a backend service to an HTTP(S)
load balancer, you notice that virtual machine (VM) instances are being terminated and re-launched every minute. The instances do not have a public IP address.
You have verified the appropriate web response is coming from each instance using the curl command. You want to ensure the backend is configured correctly.
What should you do?

A. Ensure that a firewall rule exists to allow source traffic on HTTP/HTTPS to reach the load balancer.
B. Assign a public IP to each instance and configure a firewall rule to allow the load balancer to reach the instance public IP.
C. Ensure that a firewall rule exists to allow load balancer health checks to reach the instances in the instance group.
D. Create a tag on each instance with the name of the load balance
E. Configure a firewall rule with the name of the load balancer as the source and the instance tag as the destination.

Answer: C

Explanation: 
https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/using-firewalls
The best practice when configuration a health check is to check health and serve traffic on the same port. However, it is possible to perform health checks on one
port, but serve traffic on another. If you do use two different ports, ensure that firewall rules and services running on instances are configured appropriately. If you
run health checks and serve traffic on the same port, but decide to switch ports at some point, be sure to update both the backend service and the health check.
Backend services that do not have a valid global forwarding rule referencing it will not be health checked and will have no health status.
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References: https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/load-balancing/http/backend-service

NEW QUESTION 5
- (Exam Topic 5)
Your company's test suite is a custom C++ application that runs tests throughout each day on Linux virtual machines. The full test suite takes several hours to
complete, running on a limited number of on premises servers reserved for testing. Your company wants to move the testing infrastructure to the cloud, to reduce
the amount of time it takes to fully test a change to the system, while changing the tests as little as possible. Which cloud infrastructure should you recommend?

A. Google Compute Engine unmanaged instance groups and Network Load Balancer
B. Google Compute Engine managed instance groups with auto-scaling
C. Google Cloud Dataproc to run Apache Hadoop jobs to process each test
D. Google App Engine with Google Stackdriver for logging

Answer: B

Explanation: 
https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/instance-groups/
Google Compute Engine enables users to launch virtual machines (VMs) on demand. VMs can be launched from the standard images or custom images created
by users.
Managed instance groups offer autoscaling capabilities that allow you to automatically add or remove instances from a managed instance group based on
increases or decreases in load. Autoscaling helps your applications gracefully handle increases in traffic and reduces cost when the need for resources is lower.

NEW QUESTION 6
- (Exam Topic 5)
You need to migrate Hadoop jobs for your company’s Data Science team without modifying the underlying infrastructure. You want to minimize costs and
infrastructure management effort. What should you do?

A. Create a Dataproc cluster using standard worker instances.
B. Create a Dataproc cluster using preemptible worker instances.
C. Manually deploy a Hadoop cluster on Compute Engine using standard instances.
D. Manually deploy a Hadoop cluster on Compute Engine using preemptible instances.

Answer: B

Explanation: 
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/architecture/hadoop/hadoop-gcp-migration-jobs 

NEW QUESTION 7
- (Exam Topic 5)
Your company sends all Google Cloud logs to Cloud Logging. Your security team wants to monitor the logs. You want to ensure that the security team can react
quickly if an anomaly such as an unwanted firewall change or server breach is detected. You want to follow Google-recommended practices. What should you do?

A. Schedule a cron job with Cloud Schedule
B. The scheduled job queries the logs every minute for the relevant events.
C. Export logs to BigQuery, and trigger a query in BigQuery to process the log data for the relevant events.
D. Export logs to a Pub/Sub topic, and trigger Cloud Function with the relevant log events.
E. Export logs to a Cloud Storage bucket, and trigger Cloud Run with the relevant log events.

Answer: C

Explanation: 
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/management-tools/automate-your-response-to-a-cloud-logging-event

NEW QUESTION 8
- (Exam Topic 5)
You are working in a highly secured environment where public Internet access from the Compute Engine VMs is not allowed. You do not yet have a VPN
connection to access an on-premises file server. You need to install specific software on a Compute Engine instance. How should you install the software?

A. Upload the required installation files to Cloud Storag
B. Configure the VM on a subnet with a Private Google Access subne
C. Assign only an internal IP address to the V
D. Download the installation files to the VM using gsutil.
E. Upload the required installation files to Cloud Storage and use firewall rules to block all traffic except the IP address range for Cloud Storag
F. Download the files to the VM using gsutil.
G. Upload the required installation files to Cloud Source Repositorie
H. Configure the VM on a subnet with a Private Google Access subne
I. Assign only an internal IP address to the V
J. Download the installation files to the VM using gcloud.
K. Upload the required installation files to Cloud Source Repositories and use firewall rules to block all traffic except the IP address range for Cloud Source
Repositorie
L. Download the files to the VM using gsutil.

Answer: A

Explanation: 
https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/private-access-options#pga-supported

NEW QUESTION 9
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- (Exam Topic 5)
Your company has just acquired another company, and you have been asked to integrate their existing Google Cloud environment into your company’s data
center. Upon investigation, you discover that some of the RFC 1918 IP ranges being used in the new company’s Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) overlap with your
data center IP space. What should you do to enable connectivity and make sure that there are no routing conflicts when connectivity is established?

A. Create a Cloud VPN connection from the new VPC to the data center, create a Cloud Router, and apply new IP addresses so there is no overlapping IP space.
B. Create a Cloud VPN connection from the new VPC to the data center, and create a Cloud NAT instance to perform NAT on the overlapping IP space.
C. Create a Cloud VPN connection from the new VPC to the data center, create a Cloud Router, and apply a custom route advertisement to block the overlapping
IP space.
D. Create a Cloud VPN connection from the new VPC to the data center, and apply a firewall rule that blocks the overlapping IP space.

Answer: A

Explanation: 
To connect two networks together we need (1) either VPN or interconnect and (2) peering. When there is peering, you cannot have conflicting IP addresses. You
can use either Cloud VPN or Cloud Interconnect to securely connect your on-premises network to your VPC network.
(https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/vpc-peering#transit-network) At the time of peering, Google Cloud checks to see if there are any subnet IP ranges that overlap
subnet IP ranges in the other network. If there is any overlap, peering is not established. (https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/vpc-peering#considerations) NAT is
used to translate private to public IP and vice versa, however because we are connecting 2 networks together, they become private IPs. So it is not applicable.

NEW QUESTION 10
- (Exam Topic 5)
Your customer support tool logs all email and chat conversations to Cloud Bigtable for retention and analysis. What is the recommended approach for sanitizing
this data of personally identifiable information or payment card information before initial storage?

A. Hash all data using SHA256
B. Encrypt all data using elliptic curve cryptography
C. De-identify the data with the Cloud Data Loss Prevention API
D. Use regular expressions to find and redact phone numbers, email addresses, and credit card numbers

Answer: A

Explanation: 
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/solutions/pci-dss-compliance-ingcp# 

NEW QUESTION 11
- (Exam Topic 5)
All compute Engine instances in your VPC should be able to connect to an Active Directory server on specific ports. Any other traffic emerging from your instances
is not allowed. You want to enforce this using VPC firewall rules.
How should you configure the firewall rules?

A. Create an egress rule with priority 1000 to deny all traffic for all instance
B. Create another egress rule with priority 100 to allow the Active Directory traffic for all instances.
C. Create an egress rule with priority 100 to deny all traffic for all instance
D. Create another egress rule with priority 1000 to allow the Active Directory traffic for all instances.
E. Create an egress rule with priority 1000 to allow the Active Directory traffi
F. Rely on the implied deny egress rule with priority 100 to block all traffic for all instances.
G. Create an egress rule with priority 100 to allow the Active Directory traffi
H. Rely on the implied deny egress rule with priority 1000 to block all traffic for all instances.

Answer: B

Explanation: 
https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/firewalls

NEW QUESTION 12
- (Exam Topic 5)
Your company wants to track whether someone is present in a meeting room reserved for a scheduled meeting. There are 1000 meeting rooms across 5 offices on
3 continents. Each room is equipped with a motion sensor that reports its status every second. The data from the motion detector includes only a sensor ID and
several different discrete items of information. Analysts will use this data, together with information about account owners and office locations. Which database
type should you use?

A. Flat file
B. NoSQL
C. Relational
D. Blobstore

Answer: B

Explanation: 
Relational databases were not designed to cope with the scale and agility challenges that face modern applications, nor were they built to take advantage of the
commodity storage and processing power available today.
NoSQL fits well for:

Developers are working with applications that create massive volumes of new, rapidly changing data types — structured, semi-structured, unstructured and
polymorphic data.

NEW QUESTION 13
- (Exam Topic 5)
You created a pipeline that can deploy your source code changes to your infrastructure in instance groups for self healing.
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One of the changes negatively affects your key performance indicator. You are not sure how to fix it and investigation could take up to a week.
What should you do

A. Log in to a server, and iterate a fix locally
B. Change the instance group template to the previous one, and delete all instances.
C. Revert the source code change and rerun the deployment pipeline
D. Log into the servers with the bad code change, and swap in the previous code

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 14
- (Exam Topic 5)
You want your Google Kubernetes Engine cluster to automatically add or remove nodes based on CPUload. What should you do?

A. Configure a HorizontalPodAutoscaler with a target CPU usag
B. Enable the Cluster Autoscaler from the GCP Console.
C. Configure a HorizontalPodAutoscaler with a target CPU usag
D. Enable autoscaling on the managed instance group for the cluster using the gcloud command.
E. Create a deployment and set the maxUnavailable and maxSurge propertie
F. Enable the Cluster Autoscaler using the gcloud command.
G. Create a deployment and set the maxUnavailable and maxSurge propertie
H. Enable autoscaling on the cluster managed instance group from the GCP Console.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 15
- (Exam Topic 5)
You are implementing a single Cloud SQL MySQL second-generation database that contains business-critical transaction data. You want to ensure that the
minimum amount of data is lost in case of catastrophic failure. Which two features should you implement? (Choose two.)

A. Sharding
B. Read replicas
C. Binary logging
D. Automated backups
E. Semisynchronous replication

Answer: CD

Explanation: 
Backups help you restore lost data to your Cloud SQL instance. Additionally, if an instance is having a problem, you can restore it to a previous state by using the
backup to overwrite it. Enable automated backups for any instance that contains necessary data. Backups protect your data from loss or damage.
Enabling automated backups, along with binary logging, is also required for some operations, such as clone and replica creation.
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/sql/docs/mysql/backup-recovery/backups

NEW QUESTION 16
- (Exam Topic 5)
You want to optimize the performance of an accurate, real-time, weather-charting application. The data comes from 50,000 sensors sending 10 readings a second,
in the format of a timestamp and sensor reading. Where should you store the data?

A. Google BigQuery
B. Google Cloud SQL
C. Google Cloud Bigtable
D. Google Cloud Storage

Answer: C

Explanation: 
It is time-series data, So Big Table. https://cloud.google.com/bigtable/docs/schema-design-time-series
Google Cloud Bigtable is a scalable, fully-managed NoSQL wide-column database that is suitable for both real-time access and analytics workloads.
Good for:

 Low-latency read/write access

 High-throughput analytics

 Native time series support

 Common workloads:

 IoT, finance, adtech

 Personalization, recommendations

 Monitoring

 Geospatial datasets

 Graphs
References: https://cloud.google.com/storage-options/

NEW QUESTION 17
- (Exam Topic 5)
You are migrating your on-premises solution to Google Cloud in several phases. You will use Cloud VPN to maintain a connection between your on-premises
systems and Google Cloud until the migration is completed.
You want to make sure all your on-premises systems remain reachable during this period. How should you organize your networking in Google Cloud?
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A. Use the same IP range on Google Cloud as you use on-premises
B. Use the same IP range on Google Cloud as you use on-premises for your primary IP range and use a secondary range that does not overlap with the range you
use on-premises
C. Use an IP range on Google Cloud that does not overlap with the range you use on-premises
D. Use an IP range on Google Cloud that does not overlap with the range you use on-premises for your primary IP range and use a secondary range with the
same IP range as you use on-premises

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 18
- (Exam Topic 7)
For this question, refer to the TerramEarth case study. Considering the technical requirements, how should you reduce the unplanned vehicle downtime in GCP?

A. Use BigQuery as the data warehous
B. Connect all vehicles to the network and stream data into BigQuery using Cloud Pub/Sub and Cloud Dataflo
C. Use Google Data Studio for analysis and reporting.
D. Use BigQuery as the data warehous
E. Connect all vehicles to the network and upload gzip files to a Multi-Regional Cloud Storage bucket using gclou
F. Use Google Data Studio for analysis and reporting.
G. Use Cloud Dataproc Hive as the data warehous
H. Upload gzip files to a MultiRegional Cloud Storage bucke
I. Upload this data into BigQuery using gclou
J. Use Google data Studio for analysis and reporting.
K. Use Cloud Dataproc Hive as the data warehous
L. Directly stream data into prtitioned Hive table
M. Use Pig scripts to analyze data.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 19
- (Exam Topic 8)
For this question, refer to the Mountkirk Games case study. Which managed storage option meets Mountkirk’s technical requirement for storing game activity in a
time series database service?

A. Cloud Bigtable
B. Cloud Spanner
C. BigQuery
D. Cloud Datastore

Answer: A

Explanation: 
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/databases/getting-started-with-time-series-trend-predictions-using-gcp

NEW QUESTION 20
- (Exam Topic 8)
For this question, refer to the Mountkirk Games case study. You need to analyze and define the technical architecture for the compute workloads for your
company, Mountkirk Games. Considering the Mountkirk Games business and technical requirements, what should you do?

A. Create network load balancer
B. Use preemptible Compute Engine instances.
C. Create network load balancer
D. Use non-preemptible Compute Engine instances.
E. Create a global load balancer with managed instance groups and autoscaling policie
F. Use preemptible Compute Engine instances.
G. Create a global load balancer with managed instance groups and autoscaling policie
H. Use non-preemptible Compute Engine instances.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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